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PROJECT TASK

PROJECT SOLUTION

PRODUCTS

Mask surface imperfections
and extend the structure’s life.

A breathable deck coating system
and weather resistant acrylic coatings.

Plastermix
Elastideck
Super Color Stain
Color Coat

Top three photographs and bottom left were taken “before and during” and the bottom center and right were taken “after” the work was completed.

PROJECT HISTORY
The entire Walt Snyder Stadium
grandstand structure is composed of
precast concrete. An earlier project
phase involved widening the staircases
and increasing handicap access.
The second phase focused on filling
bugholes and taking proactive measures
to extend the life of the structure.

The project budget only allowed for
bugholes to be addressed for a specific
square footage. Plastermix was used on
the stair risers at eye level to provide a very
uniform texture for the most visible areas.
D & A Masonry addressed bugholes
on the higher level risers by using
a hopper sprayer to apply Elastideck,
a cementitious, breathable waterproofing
membrane, and then driving the
Elastideck into the bugholes with drywall
knives. This finishing technique provided
a very smooth surface.
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Elastideck was also used on the stair
treads. Elastideck also masked the cold
joints which were left visible after phase 1.
Super Color Stain, a water based acrylic
coating, was used over the Elastideck
to provide dirt and stain resistance.
Both products are breathable and provide
waterproofing to protect the underlying
concrete.
Color Coat acrylic coating was used on
the undersides of the bleachers, and also
on the press box and a nearby utility shed
to provide preventative waterproofing.
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